Paws and Claws Boarding and Bath Inc. Boarding and Daycare Contract
PET OWNERS MUST COMPLETE ENTIRE CONTRACT.
THIS IS PAGE 1 of 8
OWNER’S NAME: ______________________________________________
ADDRESS:
LOCAL: ________________________________________________________
OUT OF TOWN: _________________________________________________
E-MAIL ADDRESS: ______________________________________________
PHONE NUMBER’S:
HOME: ________________________________
CELL: _________________________________
PET: _______________ BREED: _______________ BIRTHDAY: _______________
PET: _______________ BREED: _______________ BIRTHDAY: _______________
PET: _______________ BREED: _______________ BIRTHDAY: _______________
PET: _______________ BREED: _______________ BIRTHDAY: _______________
ARE YOUR PET’S SPAYED/NEUTERED? PLEASE SPECIFY:
_______________________________________________________________________
DOES YOUR PET(S) HAVE ANY ALLERGIES? OR A SENSITIVE STOMACH?
(PLEASE INCLUDE FOOD ALLERGIES)
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
NAME OF CURRENT ANIMAL HOSPITAL. (INCLUDE BOTH LOCAL AND OUT OF
TOWN/STATE IF THAT APPLIES TO YOU).
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
Signature acknowledges understanding of all provisions of this contract and shall be binding for this visit and all
subsequent visits.

OWNER SIGNATURE: _________________________________ DATE: ________________
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IMPORTANT REMINDER ABOUT BORDETELLA VACCINATION

For the safety of all the pets that enjoy Paws and Claws
Boarding and Bath services, you must follow these
requirements:
1. If your dogs’ bordetella vaccine is going to expire soon, you
are required to wait 5-7 days after the vaccine has been
administered before arriving back to Paws and Claws.
2. If your dogs’ bordetella vaccine already expired/lapsed,
you are required to wait 2 full weeks after the vaccine has
been administered before arriving back to Paws and Claws.
3. If your dog has never had the bordetella vaccine, you are
required to wait 3 full weeks after the vaccine has been
administered before arriving back to Paws and Claws.
Your cooperation is greatly appreciated by our staff and clients.
Please ask front desk attendant if you have any further
questions.
Signature acknowledges understanding of all provisions of this contract and shall be binding for this visit and all
subsequent visits.

OWNER SIGNATURE: _________________________________________________
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PLEASE INITITAL THE FOLLOWING:
This is a contract between Paws and Claws Boarding and Bath Inc. and the pet owner.
I understand that I am responsible for paying for the dates I reserve, regardless of actually
showing up or picking up on those specific dates. Unless 48-hour notice is given. During holiday
or spring break boarding, you must have set dates or cancel a minimum of 2 weeks prior. If you
fail to do so, you will be held responsible for payment of reserved
space……………………………………………..INITIALS _______
I understand that Canine Cough is unpreventable and that there are several hundred strains of it.
Due to the fact that it is an air-bourn virus, Paws and Claws Boarding and Bath Inc. is not
responsible………………………INITIALS _______
Owner agrees to pay the daily boarding/day care rate and understands the charging
procedure…………………………………………INITIALS _______
I understand that if I pick up my pet(s) BEFORE 1:00 PM, I will NOT be charged for the day. If
pet is NOT officially checked out at 1:00 PM, I WILL BE charged an additional days stay. In
addition, if a pet owner is late (after stated closing time) in picking up their pet, there will be a
$5.00 per 15 minutes late fee occurred and/or owner may have to pick up on next
day……………………………………INITIALS _______
All charges incurred by owner shall be payable upon pick up. We only accept cash or
check……………………………………………..INITIALS _______
Paws and Claws is not responsible for the loss or damage of toys, bones, bedding or personal
items…………………………………….INITIALS _______
Paws and Claws is not responsible for any pre-existing or breed related
conditions……………………………………..…..INITIALS _______
All guests must be healthy. Paws and Claws is not responsible for any conditions that are stress
induced, etc… (Diarrhea, skin allergies, eye discharge/infection)
etc………………………………………………….INITIALS _______
PETS MENU:
We highly recommend and encourage you to provide your pets food. Paws and Claws does have
on hand a chicken based dry food for an additional fee. If you have forgotten your food and it is
available at MacGregor’s Pet Pantry, we can pick it up for you, if you call in your credit card.
Please answer yes or no below and fill in your pets feeding schedule.
Food provided by owner? _____ If yes, specify brand: ____________________
Food provided by kennel? _____ If yes, please initial that you understand that it is $1.00 per
meal………………………………….………..INITIALS _______
Check all that apply: Does your pet eat in the: AM_____ NOON_____ PM_____, or on
demand/free feed? _____. Add any additional notes/amounts per meal : ________
_______________________________________________________________________
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DOES YOUR PET TAKE ANY MEDICATIONS? ____________ if yes, please explain the
directions and reason for medication. (Please specify which pet, if more than one).
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
Does your pet have anything fears or anything we should know about? For example, afraid of
thunder? Please explain. ____________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
To help us better serve you and your pet(s), please indicate the specific commands you use.
(Also, please add if there any hand commands/signals that go along with any command). Check
all that apply:
No____ Eh Eh ____ Other ___________________
Come ____ Here ____ Other _________________
Leave-it ____ Other ________________________
Sit ____ Whoa ____ Other ___________________
Lay down ____ Down ____ Other ______________
Down ____ Off ____ Other ___________________
Stay ____ Wait ____ Other ___________________
Quiet ____ No bark ____ Other ________________
Explain any other ways we can communicate with your pet(s).
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Signature acknowledges understanding of all provisions of this contract and shall be binding for this visit and all
subsequent visits.

OWNER SIGNATURE: __________________________________________________
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EMERGENCY CONTACT NUMBERS
Please list all emergency phone numbers during your pets stay so that we will be able to
reach you if a situation should arise.
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
If you cannot be reached, please list below the person(s) that can make any decision for you
in the event of an emergency. (List name and phone number) ____________
_______________________________________________________________________
IF THERE IS A MAJOR EMERGENCY WITH YOUR PET(S) AND WE ARE UNABLE
TO REACH YOU, WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE US TO DO?
(We will try our hardest to contact you first, but please answer the following incase that is not
possible). THE VETS WILL NOT TREAT YOUR PET IF THIS IS NOT COMPLETED
AND SIGNED.
Take pet to nearest veterinary clinic? Yes___ No___ INITIAL ______
Does your vet know your wishes? Yes___ No___ INITIAL ______
Have veterinarian treat pet? Yes___ No___ INITIAL ______
Do you have a limit on the amount of money you are willing to pay for veterinary services?
Yes___ No___ INITIAL ______ If yes, how much? __________________
In a life or death situation, do we have permission to have your pet humanely euthanized by
veterinarian? Yes___ No___ INITIAL ______
If the unfortunate event of the death of your pet happens, we need specific instructions on
how you wish to handle the situation:
Leave pet at veterinary clinic? Yes___ No___ INITIAL ______
Have Paws and Claws store? Yes___ No___ INITIAL ______
Have pet cremated before your return? Yes___ No___ INITIAL ______
I understand that I am responsible for all payment at said veterinary clinic INITIAL ____
I understand that I will be charged a $25.00 vet transportation fee INITIAL ______
Signature acknowledges understanding of all provisions of this contract and shall be binding for
this visit and all subsequent visits.
OWNER SIGNATURE: __________________________________________________
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ACTIVITY PROGRAM
You can choose between the following options. This may be changed upon request. You can
choose a different option on your next visit(s) and/or each visit.
We offer three different options for boarding and day care.
Please circle your preference(s).
(Be aware that open playtime is what we have always offered).

DAYCARE
(SEPARATE FROM BOARDING)
Please feel free to bring a small bed or blanket to leave here for your pet for naptime during
daycare.
BASIC (Includes open playtime)
1 dog $20.00 _____ 2 dogs $30.00 _____ Add $10 for each additional dog.
STANDARD (Includes open playtime and a daily game OR special snack).
1 dog $24.00 _____ 2 dogs $34.00 _____ Add $10 for each additional dog.
PREMIUM (Includes open playtime, a daily game OR a special snack and an outdoor walk
w/seasonal swim).
1 dog $27.00 _____ 2 dogs $39.00 _____ Add $12 for each additional dog.
*** Add an additional outdoor walk (up to 3 per day total) for $5.00 per walk.
ASK ABOUT DAYCARE PUNCHARDS
(Prepay for 10-daycare days, then receive a free daycare day!)

LODGING
Additional packages on next page--à
BASIC PRICES:
(Includes open playtime)
4x5 Suite: 1 dog $30 per night. 2 dogs $40 per night. Add $10 for each additional dog.
4x10 Suite: 1 dog $38 per night. 2 dogs $48 per night. Add $10 for each additional dog.
8x10 Suite: 1 dog $50 per night. 2 dogs $60 per night. Add $10 for each additional dog.

Signature acknowledges understanding of all provisions of this contract and shall be binding for this visit and all
subsequent visits.

OWNER SIGNATURE: __________________________________________________
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What additional options would your pet enjoy?

Basic lodging includes open playtime in the arena and outdoor play yards.
The following are all optional only, extra amenities J
STANDARD
$5 per day per pet. Includes a game OR a special snack
_______ Everyday
_______ Every other day
_______ Other (List number of days)

PREMIUM
$10 per day per pet. Includes a game OR a special snack, and an outdoor walk
w/seasonal swim
_______ Everyday
_______ Every other day
_______ Other (List number of days)

EXEMPLARY
$15 per day per pet. Includes a game, special snack, outdoor walk w/seasonal
swim and 1 on 1 time with a staff member
______ Everyday
_______ Every other day
_______ Other (List number of days)

FIRST CLASS
$25 per day per pet. Includes a game, special snack, outdoor walk w/seasonal
swim, 1 on 1 time with a staff member (story time), daily brushing and daily fiveminute massage.
______ Everyday
_______ Every other day
_______ Other (List number of days)

OUTDOOR WALK(S)
$5.00 per walk (up to 3 per day)
______ Everyday
_______ Every other day
_______ Other (List number of walks and days)

Your ideas/recommendations are greatly appreciated!
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Paws and Claws Boarding and Bath Inc. now
requires an up to date fecal test on your pet(s), in
order to participate in our services. Please submit
this information along with your pets up to date
vaccine information. Thank you!
I have read and understand that my pet must have an
up to date fecal test in order to come in to Paws and
Claws Boarding and Bath Inc. I understand that the
fecal test must be updated every 6 months.
Signature acknowledges understanding of all provisions of this contract and shall be binding for this visit and all
subsequent visits.

OWNER SIGNATURE: __________________________________________________

